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Shiraz 
e discover yet again that shiraz shines in many different 

places. The wines reviewed below are the gold and silver 

medal winners – 20 out of the 56 wines judged. As you can 

see, cool areas, warm areas and those in between are represented. 

Heathcote, including an impressive trio from Tellurian, is strongly 

represented with five wines. The Hunter Valley contributed another five 

of the top 20. 

Please take note of the outstanding value on offer. True “blind” tasting is 

uninfluenced by price or label. Very few wine reviewers ever taste 

“blind” and their scores often reflect that. 

 

 

2018 Tellurian Heathcote Pastiche Shiraz  Purple-red colour. 
The spicy red fruits nose is given an extra dimension by a touch of 
reductive complexity. This is an intense, long-flavoured wine with fine, 
savoury tannins. ($28.00  Not yet released)  ★★★★★ 
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2018 Heifer Station Orange Shiraz  It’s not the delicate, perfumed 
style of shiraz that we’ve come to expect from Orange. This one has 
muscles. The plummy/dark fruits nose shows a hint of charcuterie, 
leading to an intense palate with savoury tannins. It needs time.  ($35.00  
Not yet released)  ★★★★★ 
 

2018 Eden Hall Springton Shiraz An impressive dark fruits style with 
hints of pepper and cured meats. The firm palate shows some oak, but 
the intense fruit carries the structure with ease.  ($25.00  Not yet 
released)  ★★★★☆ 
 
2018 Clyde Park Estate Geelong Shiraz  Dark fruits, dried herbs and 
grilled meat show on a complex nose. The palate is long and plush, 
balanced by fine tannins. A very appealing cool area style.  ($45.00  Not 
yet released)  ★★★★☆ 
 

2018 Tellurian Heathcote Redline Shiraz  Not bad for an “entry 
level” shiraz. It has a similar complex reductive character to the trophy-
winning Pistache which adds a positive note to the plummy fruit. The 
flavour lingers on a long, pleasantly firm palate.  ($23.00)  ★★★★☆ 
https://tellurianwines.com.au/shop/ 
 

2017 Pontifex Barossa Valley Shiraz The spicy red fruits nose has a 
floral hint to it, as well as nuances of dark chocolate. Delicious varietal 
flavour floods the length of a delightfully supple palate. ($35.00 Not yet 
released)  ★★★★☆ 
 
2017 Tellurian Heathcote Pastiche Shiraz  The red fruits aromas 
carry a subtle salumi reductive character which contributes complexity. 
The medium-weight palate offers ripe flavours of good length. ($28.00)        
★★★★ 
 
2016 Morgan Simpson Reprieve McLaren Vale Shiraz  A rich, even 
dense, shiraz which delivers fresh, “sweet” fruit within a fine tannin 
structure. It’s evolving very well.  ($45.00)  ★★★★ 
 

https://tellurianwines.com.au/shop/
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2018 Andrew Thomas Dam Block Hunter Valley Shiraz  There’s no 
shortage of dark fruits flavour in this purple-red shiraz, but the oak is a 
little too prominent at this early stage. ($45.00)  ★★★★ 
 
2017 She Oak Hill Vineyard Estate Heathcote Shiraz  A fresh red 
fruits style with hints of spices and star anise. Subtle oak and fine tannins 
support the persistent flavour.  ($25.00)  ★★★★ 
 
2017 Bellevue Estate McLaren Vale Shiraz  This is a rich, full 
traditional style with its share of oak. It definitely needs time.  ($20.00)  
★★★★ 
 
2017 Andrew Thomas Elenay Hunter Valley Shiraz  Freshness is a 
major feature here. The intense dark cherry fruit carries the skin tannins 
and oak very well. Give it time.  ($55.00)  ★★★★ 
 
2016 Kings of Kangaroo Ground Avondale Heathcote Shiraz   A 
very generously proportioned shiraz with considerable depth of red berry 
flavour backed up by oak.  ($38.00)  ★★★★ 
 
2016 Graham Stevens Wines Stevens Family Shiraz  A richly 
flavoured shiraz showing “sweet” blackberry fruit and oak. Very much a 
wine of its region.  ($30.00)  ★★★★ 
 
2014 Tintilla Estate Patriarch Hunter Valley Shiraz  This is a shiraz 
of considerable cellaring potential. The oak is a trifle prominent right 
now, but the power of the fruit and the structure strongly suggest that 
patience will be richly rewarded. ($80.00)  ★★★★ 
 
2018 Ridgeview Impressions Hunter Valley Shiraz  It’s packed with 
juicy berries and spice. Although not a big wine, it has considerable 
appeal, but needs time to develop some complexity.  ($40.00)  ★★★★ 
 
2018 Riposte Wines The Cutlass Adelaide Hills Shiraz  A powerful, 
vibrant shiraz showing both red and black berry characteristics backed 
up by spicy and herbal overtones. ($28.00)  ★★★★ 
 
2017 Shaw Vineyard Estate Canberra District Shiraz  Bright and well 
balanced, showing some spice and mint. An attractive red that will 
improve over the next few years.  ($32.00)  ★★★★ 
 
2017 Balgownie Estate Shiraz  The dark berry aromas and flavours 
together with fine tannins are strong positives, but a sulphidic edge 
detracts slightly.  ($45.00)   ★★★★ 
 
2017 Andrew Thomas Belford Hunter Valley Shiraz  Fresh red fruits 
show on both nose and palate together with a lick of oak. This is an 
impressive wine, even though the palate is a little too acidic.  ($45.00)    
★★★★ 

 

 

If you’re not a Winewise subscriber, please join us (Only $35 per 

year)   http://winewise.net.au/ 
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